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Natalie Cooper Joins wi-Q Technologies’ UK Team

wi-Q Technologies has announced that Natalie Cooper has joined the company as Head of UK
Business Development. The appointment comes as wi-Q extends its reach in the hospitality
technology sector through its wi-Q and Mi-Room mobile ordering solutions across Europe and
UAE.

London, UK (PRWEB UK) 4 September 2017 -- A specialist in business enabling technology, Natalie Cooper's
previous roles included positions with Vodafone and Everbridge, and leading a multi award-winning EMEA
team at software specialists Vocal.

Patience Tagborlo, Head of Partnership Solutions at wi-Q Technologies said, “As the industry wakes up to
cloud-based mobile ordering, our team is busy working on projects all over the world. It’s important that we
nurture our UK market with a dedicated resource and Natalie’s experience in delivering world-class technology
projects makes her a great asset to the team.”

In a busy autumn season, wi-Q will be showcasing its solutions at The Hotel Show Dubai, where it has been
shortlisted for Best Use of Technology in the Middle East Hospitality Awards for its project with Atlantis, The
Palm. In the UK, the team will be exhibiting at the Hotel Tech Live show at ExCel London, where wi-Q has
been shortlisted for the Customer Experience award.

Natalie said, “I’m really excited to be part of the wi-Q Technologies team. As soon as I saw the solution work, I
knew I was looking at the next generation in mobile ordering technology. Innovation brings its own challenges
and we have everything in place to support and enable our clients, from development to training,
implementation and customer engagement. It’s a great challenge to take on.”

wi-Q Technologies will be exhibiting on Stand 3084 at Hotel Tech Live from 26-27 September 2017 at London
ExCel. Find out more and book tickets at http://www.hoteltechlive.co.uk/

About wi-Q Technologies:
• wi-Q Technologies are the developers behind wi-Q, the world-leading integrated HTML software solution,
revolutionising the hospitality industry by placing the menu and ordering capability in the customers’ hands.
Accessed via Wi-Fi or any mobile connection, rather than being a device restrictive app, wi-Q can be accessed
using any mobile enabled device. The customer can select from the easy to update menu, place their order,
make further purchases (think dessert or second cup of coffee), request a bill or pay for their order, all from the
comfort of their seat or sun lounger, using their chosen device and without having to queue.
• Mi-Room adopts the same technology to bring mobile ordering to hotel guest services – mobile ordering for
room service, spa facilities, F&B, and fitness classes for example.
• Venues with wi-Q have reported uplifts in revenue averaging 15% within a month of implementing wi-Q and
installations are taking place across the world in a diverse range of sectors from coffee shops to restaurants and
hotels.
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Contact Information
Tristan Adlington
Wi-Q Technologies
http://www.wi-qtechnologies.com
+44 1473326907

Tristan Adlington
The Write Impression
http://www.thewriteimpression.co.uk
01473326907

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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